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Laboratory Automation
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Laboratory Automation has a
proven track record, with decades
of experience in automated
incubation, laboratory robotics and
workflow scheduling software.
With installations and partnerships
worldwide, we are fully committed
to scientific advancement. Our
experience allows us to provide
solutions that increase productivity
while delivering improved data
reproducibility and quality.
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The result:
Automating Success

Going automated—not just for throughput
When thinking of the benefits of automation, increased
capacity and throughput often come to mind. Did you
know that automating can also help:
✓ Increase data quality and reproducibility
✓ Improve process reliability and consistency
✓ Shorten research timelines and iteration cycles
✓ Reduce error rates
✓ Provide walkaway time and free up personnel for
high value activities
✓ Generate data for Machine Learning applications
and closed-loop science

Whether you are looking to
automate a simple operation or
a sophisticated workflow,
automation can help.
This guide will walk you through
examples of scientists automating
simple to complex workflows.

Contact us to discuss how we can build the
right system for your science.
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As you follow each scientist on their journey,
you’ll learn more about the Laboratory
Automation portfolio of products
•T
 hermo Scientific™ Orbitor™ RS2 Microplate Mover
•T
 hermo Scientific™ Spinnaker™ Microplate Robot
• Thermo Scientific™ Spinnaker™ XT Microplate Robot
• Thermo Scientific™ F7 Robot
•T
 hermo Scientific™ BenchTrak™ Solution
• Thermo Scientific™ FastTrak™ Connector
•T
 hermo Scientific™ Cytomat™ 2 C-LiN Automated
Incubator Series
•T
 hermo Scientific™ Cytomat™ 5 C Automated
Incubator Series
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•T
 hermo Scientific™ Cytomat™ 10 C Automated
Incubator Series
•T
 hermo Scientific™ Cytomat™ 24 Automated
Incubator Series
•T
 hermo Scientific™ Cytomat™ SkyLine System
Automated Plate Storage and Delivery System
•T
 hermo Scientific™ inSPIRE™ Collaborative Laboratory
Automation Platform
•T
 hermo Scientific™ Momentum™ Workflow
Scheduling Software
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Which type of automation journey are you on?
Follow each scientist as they discover which automation is the best fit for their science...
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Looking to
automate instrument
loading and
unloading steps?

Looking to
automate a set
of benchtop
instruments or a
simple process?

Instrument Loading
Journey

Simple Workflow
Journey

Looking to
automate multiple
experiments?

Looking to
automate a
variety of complex
interconnected
processes?

Configurable Platform
Journey

Large System
Journey
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Instrument Loading Journey
Your current science
•A
 relatively simple process involving instruments
such as a reader, incubator, or washer
• Involves manual loading and unloading steps

Wish List
 Walk-away time
 Increase efficiency
 Reduce risk of sample handling errors
 Eliminate manual loading and unloading
Automation can check these boxes
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Recommended products for instrument loading
Robotic Movers

Orbitor RS2 Mover

Spinnaker Robot

Track Options

Spinnaker XT Robot

F7 Robot

Cytomat SkyLine System

Cytomat 24 Series

Automated Incubators

Cytomat 2 C-LiN Series

Cytomat 5 Series

Collaborative Platform

Cytomat 10 Series

Software
Recommended
Also a good
option

inSPIRE Platform

Momentum Software

Likely not the
best fit

Starting small,
doesn’t mean limiting
your options. All of
our solutions can be
reconfigured or expanded
as your needs evolve.
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Why these products?
These products are best suited for the scientists looking to automate
loading and unloading operations.
A compact, quiet and reliable benchtop mover with an expansive 360°
workspace. See page 27 for more information.

Orbitor RS2 Mover

A dependable incubation solution with a broad range of options to
address all your cell culture needs. See page 32 for more information.

Cytomat 2 C-LiN Series

An intuitive workflow scheduling software which provides all the tools you
need to automate your science. See page 40 for more information.

Momentum Software
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Scientists who have completed this automation journey
Instrument loading
journey applications
•P
 late reading
•S
 ample prep

Many Thermo Fisher
Scientific instruments
are designed to work
in partnership with
the Orbitor RS2 Mover.

• Incubation
• PCR
• qPCR
•H
 igh content imaging

Scientists save time
and get 24/7 operation
by coupling the Orbitor
RS2 Mover with their
qPCR devices.

Instrument loading
solutions are not limited to
Thermo Fisher Scientific
instruments.
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Simple Workflow Journey
Current science
•A
 process involving a handful of
instruments and/or experiments of
increasing complexity

Wish List
 Walk-away time
 Increase efficiency and consistency
 Reduce the risk of sample handling errors
 Reduce the manual steps needed to complete
the experiment
 Increase productivity
Automation can check these boxes
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Recommended products for simple workflows
Robotic Movers

Orbitor RS2 Mover

Spinnaker Robot

Track Options

Spinnaker XT Robot

F7 Robot

Cytomat SkyLine System

Cytomat 24 Series

Automated Incubators

Cytomat 2 C-LiN Series

Cytomat 5 Series

Collaborative Platform

Cytomat 10 Series

Software
Recommended
Also a good
option

inSPIRE Platform

Momentum Software

Likely not the
best fit

These products are a
great starting point
for simple workflows.
You can also apply
those recommended for
instrument loading,
especially if looking to build
on an existing system.
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Why these products?
These products are best suited for the scientists looking to automate a simple process.
A collaborative benchtop robot with integrated vision and 4-axes
of motion, providing an advanced ability to access a wide range of
instruments. See page 28 for more information.

Spinnaker Robot

A mid-capacity incubation solution with state of the art technology
providing super-fast access, a wide temperature range (4–50 °C) and
dependable environmental conditions. See page 33 for more information.

Cytomat 5 Series

An intuitive workflow scheduling software which provides all the tools you
need to automate your science. See page 40 for more information.

Momentum Software
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Scientists who have completed this automation journey
Simple workflow
journey applications
• Screening
•S
 ample prep

Many researchers
have trusted our
instruments to
automate ELISA.

• Immunoassays
•C
 ell based assays
•N
 ucleic acid extraction
•H
 igh content imaging

Others are using
automation for their
extraction/purification
procedures.
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Configurable Platform Journey
Current science
•A
 collection of processes or
experiments which involve a variety
of instruments

Wish List
 Walk-away time
 Increase efficiency and consistency
 Reduce the risk of sample handling errors
 Minimize the manual steps needed to complete
the experiment
 Increase productivity
 Full confidence in experiment reproducibility
 Ability to run multiple experiments in parallel
Automation can check these boxes
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Recommended products for configurable platforms
Robotic Movers

Orbitor RS2 Mover

Spinnaker Robot

Track Options

Spinnaker XT Robot

F7 Robot

Cytomat SkyLine System

Cytomat 24 Series

Automated Incubators

Cytomat 2 C-LiN Series

Cytomat 5 Series

Collaborative Platform

Cytomat 10 Series

Software
Recommended
Also a good
option

inSPIRE Platform

Momentum Software

Likely not the
best fit

The products
recommended here
are higher capacity
based on the increased
sample numbers expected. If
your focus is not throughput,
lower capacity devices are
just as applicable.
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Why these products?
These products are best suited for the scientist looking to automate a complex set of experiments.
These options will allow you to cover a more complex workflow.
BenchTrak solution and FastTrak connector expand the range and reach on
a system. See page 31 for more information.

Track options

Spinnaker XT Robot

The Spinnaker XT robot is a taller version of the standard Spinnaker robot.
See page 29 for more information.

High capacity incubation (Cytomat 10 series) for cell culture applications
and high capacity ambient storage (Cytomat SkyLine system) for increased
quantities of labware and pipette tips. See pages 34 and 36 for more
information.
Cytomat 10 Series

Cytomat SkyLine System

inSPIRE, a collaborative laboratory automation platform that integrates
everything you need for your automated workflow in a configurable, touchenabled, and versatile platform. See page 38 for more information.

inSPIRE Platform
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Momentum

Momentum software is the powerful and intuitive workflow scheduling
software capable of scheduling more complex workflows and fully-integrated
with our collaborative automation features. See page 40 for more information.

Scientists who have completed this automation journey
Configurable platform
journey applications
• Immunoassays
•Q
 A/QC testing
• Screening

Researchers find the
configurable inSPIRE
platform perfect to rapidly
deploy for many applications.
For example, nucleic acid
extraction, quantification, and
normalization.

• Compound management
• Biochemical assays
• Sample preparation

Scientists use the
configurable inSPIRE
platform for analytic
workflows.
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Large System Journey
Current science
•A
 complex, multi-step process
•M
 ultiple experiments which involve the coordination
of many different instruments
•U
 nique instruments, layouts, and requirements

Wish list
 Walk-away time
 A more efficient process
 Reduce the risk of sample handling errors
 Minimize the manual steps needed to complete
the experiment
 Increase instrument up-time
 Full confidence in experimental reproducibility
 Ability to run multiple experiments in parallel
 Solution designed to wholly address your
unique needs
Automation can check these boxes
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Recommended products for large systems
Robotic Movers

Orbitor RS2 Mover

Spinnaker Robot

Track Options

Spinnaker XT Robot

F7 Robot

Cytomat SkyLine System

Cytomat 24 Series

Automated Incubators

Cytomat 2 C-LiN Series

Cytomat 5 Series

Collaborative Platform

Cytomat 10 Series

Software
Recommended
Also a good
option

inSPIRE Platform

Momentum Software

Likely not the
best fit

You will notice all
of our products are
recommended here!
That’s because we
can use all of our modular
components to create the
perfect solution for you.
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Why these products?
Any of the products we have walked through in this book could be applied to your
custom solution. There are, however, two products that are usually specific to larger
customer systems.

The industrial robot with superior performance and a small footprint.
The F7 robot’s advanced servo technology enables smooth motion
without vibration even at full speed, optimizing efficiency and throughput.
See page 30 for more information.
F7 Robot

Ideal for highest capacity incubation and random-access storage
applications for up to 504 standard microplates per unit. See page 35 for
more information.
Cytomat 24
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Scientists who have completed this automation journey
Large systems
journey applications

A fully-integrated solution
for biochemical assays.

•P
 rotein expression
•C
 ell line development
• Screening
•S
 ynthetic biology
• Compound management
• Biochemical assays
• Sample preparation
• Formulation testing

A system for cell-based
screening with instrument
docking.
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Lab Automation Products
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Orbitor RS2 Microplate Mover
With unmatched speed and accuracy, the Orbitor RS2 mover is the perfect
solution to automate a variety of workflows.

Versatile—As one of the most flexible movers on the market, the Orbitor
RS2 mover can evolve with your lab’s needs. Orbitor RS2 mover solutions
can easily be upgraded in the field, by adding devices to increase the
capability and/or capacity of the system.
Efficient—The integrated barcode scanner enables sample tracking and
inventory management. While plate detection in the gripper helps eliminate
labware handling errors and reduces the risk of lost samples.
Safe—The Orbitor RS2 mover can work alongside you without guarding
or shielding. The overhead gripper design is inherently safe and the builtin force control stops all movement at the slightest unexpected contact.
Whether you are a novice or experienced automation user, you will
appreciate the range of integrated safety features.

INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/OrbitorRS2

SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

The Orbitor RS2 mover is available with a variety of plate storage and track
options. Choose the configuration of hotels, stacks or track axis to match
your requirements.
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Spinnaker Microplate Robot
The Spinnaker robot is an advanced benchtop robot that is easy to use, teach, and
maintain. It is the only SCARA type (Selective Compliance Articulated Robot Arm) lab
automation robot with integrated vision-assisted teaching and barcode reading.
User-friendly—Designed for your research needs, the Spinnaker robot
provides an extremely user-friendly experience. The Spinnaker robot’s vision
capability and easy-to-use software will guide you through a step wise
procedure for configuring and teaching automation solutions.
Precise—With integrated vision, the Spinnaker robot provides selfcorrecting capabilities as well as powerful sample tracking and inventory
management. Its software also includes a location verification routine
enabling the mover to automatically compensate for instrument drift via
“on-the-fly healing.”
Reliable—With the Spinnaker robot you can walk away from your
experiment with confidence. Features such as plate detection, built-in
error recovery, automatic stop with unexpected collisions, built-in plate
re-orientation and de-lidding, all work together to ensure the robust delivery
of your results.
INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/spinnaker
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SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

The Spinnaker robot is available in two heights allowing you to create
benchtop or vertical solutions.

Spinnaker XT Microplate Robot
The Spinnaker XT robot has all the features of the standard Spinnaker robot,
enabling space-saving vertical system configurations.

Key features
• On-the-fly healing
• Flexible plate handling

Workspace
With this extra height you will be able
to access more instruments and
automate more of your workflow.

• Barcode reading
1385 mm (54.5 in)

• Built-in vision
• 4-axis mover

343 mm (13.5 in)

343 mm (13.5 in)

1194 mm (47 in)

INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/spinnaker

SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

The Spinnaker XT robot is equipped with all of the advanced features
found on the standard Spinnaker robot.
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F7 Robot
The F7 robot combines the performance of an industrial robot with the applicationdriven benefits of a traditional Thermo Scientific laboratory robot. It’s the ultimate
solution for advanced motion applications.

Powerful—Compact but mighty, the F7 robot has a small footprint, but
unmatched power to handle sophisticated workflows. Its compact controller
and integrated lab-oriented software provides reliable performance and
increased speed of movement of a wide variety of labware.
Flexible—The option of upright, angle, wall or invert wall mounting increases
installation flexibility, allowing the F7 robot to be integrated into virtually any
workspace. Track options provide further flexibility and the robot is able to
access even the most challenging instruments due to the six-axis motion
and wide range of available gripper fingers.

INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/F7robot
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SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

Other industrial robots are available upon request.

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

BenchTrak Solution and FastTrak Connector Options
Put your Orbitor RS2 microplate mover or Spinnaker microplate robot on a
BenchTrak solution to expand and maximize their reach. Alternatively or in
conjunction, add a FastTrak connector to link multiple systems together.

Unique—The only robot and track on the market controlled by a PC, no
bulky and noisy external controllers required.
Easy installation—The on-bench version of the BenchTrak solution
fits seamlessly on existing lab benches without requiring additional
infrastructure. It’s a simple field upgrade to add the BenchTrak solution to an
existing Orbitor RS2 mover or Spinnaker robot.
Modular—A complete suite of “click-in” components provides the
expandability needed to adapt to changes in your science.

INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/
labautomation

SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

Available in a range of lengths to fit your lab space.
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Cytomat 2 C-LiN Series
The Cytomat 2 C-LiN series of automated incubators bring the latest incubation
technology to a compact solution with a wide temperature range, and CO2
control as standard.
Complete control—The most important feature of any incubator is
providing the right conditions for the cells being used. The Cytomat 2 C-LiN
series offers precise temperature, humidity and CO2 control, plus other
options that you can count on.
Proven protection—Keep your cells safe from contamination using the
ContraCon decontamination routine which simplifies cleaning and eliminates
variability in disinfection. This on-demand, automated 90 °C moist heat
process is safe and provides you with true walk-away time. The controlled
humidity option (Hydra-Smart) with its external water tank reduces the risk
of external contaminants entering the incubator.
Unmatched speed—With an average access time of 12 seconds and
a dedicated plate shuttle system, your automation system won’t have to
wait around! Handling speeds can be tailored for specific cell types with
individual speed settings per microplate.

INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/cytomat
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SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

The TRUE Orbital Shaking capabilities available in the
Cytomat 2 C-LiN series make it the ideal choice suited for many
different cell types.

Cytomat 5 C Series
The Cytomat 5 series of automated incubators combines superior
environmental control, fast access times and versatility making it the ideal
choice for mid-capacity incubation applications.
Consistent and reliable—Trust this incubator to maintain your ideal
incubation conditions. Precise environmental conditions can be controlled
across a wide range of temperatures and humidity levels. The HydraSmart technology (controlled humidity) with external water reservoir
provides convenience and protection, while the ContraCon thermal, nontoxic decontamination routine allows for fully-automated decontamination
between uses.
Fast and precise—The Cytomat 5 C series offers the fastest average
access time in its class of less than 10 seconds. Combined with smooth
and precise microplate handling, this makes the Cytomat 5 C series the
right choice for a vast range of cell types and applications.
Flexible and versatile—The Cytomat 5 C series offers unparalleled flexibility
to suit your automation. Available as bench-top and under-bench units and
with up to 12 different location options for loading/unloading. Also available
with an additional stacker position to increase capacity.
INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/cytomat

SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

Like all members of the Cytomat automated incubator family, the
Cytomat 5 C series is available with an anti-microbial solid copper chamber.
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Cytomat 10 C Series
The Cytomat 10 series of automated incubators combines superior environmental
control, fast access times and versatility making it the ideal choice for cell-based
workflows requiring larger capacity incubation.

Greater capacity—Combining the same state of the art features in the
Cytomat 5 C series (see previous page for details) with twice the capacity,
the Cytomat 10 C series provides super fast access, a wide temperature
range and dependable environmental control. This balance of capabilities
and capacity makes the Cytomat 10 series a popular choice for a wide
range of cell-based workflows.
Configurable—Extend the capabilities of your Cytomat C 10 series with
options including 02 control, high humidity, an anti-microbial copper
chamber, linear agitation as well as different transfer stations and stacker
types.
Not only for incubation—Available in an ambient storage configuration,
which delivers the fastest, high-capacity, random access hotel for up to
210 standard microplates.
INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/cytomat
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SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

In addition to incubation applications, Cytomat products can be
configured for random-access ambient storage.

Cytomat 24 Series
The Cytomat 24 series of automated incubator is the ideal solution for high
capacity incubation and storage.

Trusted—Designed in collaboration with industry partners from the
pharmaceutical industry and with more than 600 units in the field, the
Cytomat 24 series has an unrivaled track record in large capacity incubation
and storage.
Flexible—Four possible gate positions and a single hand-off location allow
for easy integration into any automation system. Additionally, all 24 stackers
can be easily accessed through the front door of the unit.
Space-saving—With its vertical design, the Cytomat 24 series provides a
capacity of 504 standard microplates in a surprisingly small footprint. The
unit is also equipped with casters for easy relocation.

INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/cytomat

SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

Multiple Cytomat 24 series units can be connected to provide larger capacity
solutions with a single access point.
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Cytomat SkyLine System
Reliable and robust labware storage and supply is critical for automation. The Cytomat
SkyLine system combines large capacity storage with dependably fast and precise
labware delivery.

Dependably fast—The Cytomat Skyline system’s unique sequencing and
centering system separates plates from a stack and presents them with
unparalleled accuracy. With the fastest plate access time in its class of
under 12 seconds, the Cytomat SkyLine system substantially improves
system throughput.
Versatile—The Cytomat SkyLine system has the ability to receive plates
back, enabling a plate to be taken, processed, and returned to the device.
It can handle a wide variety of labware including:
• 96, 384 and 1536-well microplates
• Standard and deepwell microplates

• Tip boxes
• Sealed plates

• Lids

Innovative design—An integrated sensor calculates the number of plates in
a stacker and an integrated barcode reader at the hand-off position allows
for microplate identity tracking during loading and unloading.
INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/cytomatskyline
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SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

The optional plate lift offers the ability to deliver plates from beneath
the deck of any automation system.
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inSPIRE Platform
The inSPIRE collaborative automation platform brings configurable and intuitive
solutions to your lab. The innovative touch-enable technology and flexible design
deliver inSPIREd science.

Intuitive—The inSPIRE platform is designed to work well alongside you.
Easily access an instrument for offline use and just as easily return it to the
system when you’re done. If the system needs it before then, it will alert you.
Interactive—Unique SmartShelf technology provides at-a-glance instrument
status updates and provides touch control for instrument access. 
Versatile—The platforms flexible design and space saving vertical
orientation allow you to configure the right solution for your workflow.
Choose from an extensive catalog of modular components to build the
solution you need.

INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/inspire
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SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

inSPIRE platform bundles are a great starting point to configure the
best solution for your science.

1 At-A-Glace Information
Visual indicator of instrument
and system health
SmartHandle color informs
users of instrument, status,
and overall system health.
Instruments in warning or
error states are identified by
a SmartHandle color change
which is easily identifiable from
across the room.

Flexible & Reconfigurable
Superior instrument
accessibility in a compact
footprint vertical design
Configure or re-configure your
inSPIRE platform to meet your
needs through our large catalog
of components. The modular
design enables multiple
systems to be joined together
to create expanded workflow
solutions.

2 SmartHandles
Quick and easy instrument
access as needed
SmartHandles provide touch
enabled automation control
with haptic feedback allowing
users to intuitively interact and
share instruments with the
inSPIRE platform. Requesting
an instrument is easy! Simply
grip the Smarthandle to
get feedback. Feedback is
provided by the color and
pulse of the SmartHandle.

1

2

4

3

5
4 Spinnaker XT Robot
Collaborative and safe
by design
The inSPIRE platform uses the
fully collaborative Spinnaker XT
robot which has vision teaching,
on-the-fly healing, built-in
barcode reading for sample
tracking, a full 360-degree
workspace, built-in container
re-orientation station and moverbased container de/re lidding.

3

5 SmartShelves
Actively positioned means no re-teaching required
after manual use
Quickly and easily supply power and communication to an
instrument through each SmartShelf’s built-in communication
ports. Depending on the chosen instruments, up to four
SmartShelves can be placed per inSPIRE platform central
pole. Spill containment options are available.
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Momentum Software
The Momentum workflow scheduling software combines power
with ease of use.

Dynamic—Momentum software utilizes event-driven scheduling for optimal
performance. With unrivaled logic for on-the-fly decisions and adaptability to
current situations, you can have confidence in your system’s performance.
Intuitive—The dashboard view coupled with an intuitive scheduling
interface, featuring drag-and-drop process creation, makes creating and
executing workflows simple.
Capable—The Momentum software instrument driver library is always
growing. With more than 350 instruments and counting, you’ll be able to
automate a broad range of applications. You get access to the entire driver
library when you buy Momentum software. That means you can switch
between instruments on the system at no additional cost.

INSTRUMENT
LOADING JOURNEY

Find out more at
thermofisher.com/momentum
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SIMPLE WORKFLOW
JOURNEY

CONFIGURABLE
PLATFORM JOURNEY

Keep your instrument library up-to-date with a
Momentum Keeping Current subscription.

LARGE
SYSTEM JOURNEY

Momentum software interfaces
Easy to use—Momentum software is supplied with two distinct user interfaces: Dashboard and General.
These two interfaces make Momentum software easy to use for novice to experienced users.

Dashboard
• Simplified and streamlined display
• Fully compatible with touchscreen displays
• Three sections: to monitor system, simply add work,
and monitor status of the run

General
• Full scope of features in a format suitable for
complex tasks
• Manage your automation system and all of its
instruments and assets
• Start, stop, pause, add work and monitor your system
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Momentum software features
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Maximum control
Momentum software contains 12 flow controls. Flow
controls give you the ability to manage the flow of
process to create desired behaviors. This powerful
feature puts you in control of how you want the system
to run.
Error handling
Momentum software takes a proactive approach to error
handling. The software partners with you all the way
from system integration, through process creation, and
running your system, to minimize errors and handle any
that do occur elegantly.
Prevent—Guidance during processes creation
Anticipate—Robot self-healing
React—Runtime error mitigation
Solve—Easy and intuitive error recovery
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Various modes for ultimate flexibility
Normal mode—Momentum software communicates
with devices, issues commands, and oversees the
system’s operation

Trusted and secure accounts to control access to
Momentum software’s features
Operator—For users who require only limited access to
Momentum software’s features

Simulation mode—Allows users to experiment with
a virtual version of the system without impact or
dependency on the actual system

Expert—All the same permissions as the operator
account, as well as the ability to create and edit
various elements within Momentum software, such as
processes, experiments, and campaigns

Attended mode—Momentum software will prompt user
with error recovery strategies
Unattended mode—Momentum software automatically
attempts any applicable recovery actions

Administrator—Administrators have access to the full
breadth of Momentum software’s features, including all
permissions granted by the expert account, as well as
the ability to adjust security settings and to create, edit,
and delete user accounts

Ask about our optional security feature which
enables 21 CFR Part 11 compliance.
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Our Services
What we do:
Solutions for Automating Science
With decades of automation expertise, we partner with you to
create the best solution for your workflow and needs.
The process is simple
1. Your local sales representative is your main point of contact. This local
resource will be able to respond quickly and help you get started on
your automation journey. For simple workflows, they can configure the
final solution with you.
2. Often, you’ll meet one or more individuals from our applications
team. This team will work with you to fully understand your science
and workflow to make sure the proposed solution meets your
success criteria.
3. For very complex workflows, or those requiring custom engineering,
we often will recommend a workshop approach where we assign a
multi-functional team of sales, applications, product managers and
engineers to jointly create a detailed solution.
When you’re ready to move ahead, all the information gathered
during this process will be passed on to our delivery team…
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How we do it:
Delivering on our Commitments
When you’ve made your decision to automate, we understand it’s
critical that the delivery is as smooth as possible.
We achieve this by applying Quality Management and Project
Management Principles throughout our delivery process, including:
✓ Dedicated project manager and execution team assigned for the duration
of the project
✓ A detailed project timeline and a shared project communication space
✓ A complete set of project documentation
✓ Production under a Quality Management System
✓ Six stage delivery process with optional factory and site acceptance
testing (FAT and SAT)
✓ Deployment services available to help the transition of the system into
full operation
Of course, our partnership doesn’t end when
we deliver the solution...
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How we maintain it:
Services, Support, and Community
Your automation journey isn’t
done when the equipment
arrives. We are committed to
continuing our partnership.
Providing exceptional service
and support for as long as your
journey continues.
Our support structure includes
training services, on-line and local
help resources, a community forum,
remote support and field-based
service engineers dedicated to our
products.

We offer tiered support
options to pick the level of
support you will need.
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Our mover swap out service model minimizes downtime in the
unlikely event of issues. No need to wait for spare parts or repairs.
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Contact
us to get
started on
the journey
to automate
your science
today

• Screening
• ADME/Tox
• Cell Culture
• Sample Prep
• Synthetic Biology
•B
 iologics Discovery
• Nucleic Acid Extraction
• High-content Screening
•S
 ample Management
• ELISA
• PCR

Find out more at thermofisher.com/labautomation
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